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Abstract
Producing sensations of motion in driving simulators often requires using cumbersome and expensive motion platforms. In this article we present a novel and alternative approach for producing self-motion sensations in driving simulations by relying on haptic-feedback. The method consists in applying a force-feedback proportional to the acceleration of the virtual vehicle directly to the hands of the driver, by means of a haptic device attached to the manipulated controller (or a steering wheel). We designed a proof-of-concept based on a standard gamepad physically attached at the extremity of a standard 3DOF haptic display. Haptic effects were designed to match notably the acceleration/braking (longitudinal forces) and left/right turns (lateral forces) of the virtual vehicle. A preliminary study conducted with 23 participants, engaged in gamepad-based active VR navigations in a straight line, showed that haptic motion effects globally improved the involvement and realism of motion sensation for participants with prior experience with haptic devices. Taken together, our results suggest that our approach could be further tested and used in driving simulators in entertainment and/or professional contexts.
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1 Introduction
Driving simulators are an important and early application of virtual reality technologies [2, 16]. As for today, driving simulators are extensively used in entertainment (e.g., video games, arcade, theme parks), but also professional contexts. They can be used for studying the behaviour of the driver and/or the vehicle [6, 11, 13], for designing driving aid systems [14], for designing and testing accessibility of embedded human-computer interfaces [25, 26] or road infrastructures [28].

In order to increase the realism of the driving simulation and to provide realistic sensations of self-motion, these simulators can rely on motion platforms [23], which are often bulky and expensive. Alternative solutions have been occasionally explored in the literature such as using vibratory feedback [24, 27] or galvanic vestibular stimulations [1, 17]. However, these techniques often fail at reproducing realistic self-motion sensations in a comfortable and sustainable manner.

Interestingly, in the context of multimedia and audiovisual experiences, some researchers have recently shown that using force-feedback applied to the hands of a seated user could succeed in generating strong sensations of self-motion during a passive video viewing [7–9, 20]. This phenomenon, called "haptic motion", was demonstrated to be successful at producing a higher sensation of vection (illusion of self-motion) during virtual 3D navigations compared to the use of visual-feedback alone [20]. However, these results were obtained in a passive context, i.e., the user was passively perceiving the sensory feedbacks and was not able to control the virtual navigation - which is mandatory in a driving simulation.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach for driving simulators which provides sensations of self-motion by relying on force-feedback (Figure 1), at low-cost, compared to the traditional motion
platforms. It extends the "haptic motion" paradigm to the context of driving simulation, and to the situation of an "active" navigation. We have designed a proof-of-concept system focusing on the video game context. Our prototype is based on a gamepad fixed at the extremity of a standard 3DOF haptic device. Haptic effects were designed to simulate notably the acceleration braking of the virtual vehicle with longitudinal forces, and the left/right turns with lateral forces. We have also conducted a pilot study to assess the subjective experience of 23 participants when using our system and being exposed to haptic motion effects.

In the remainder of this paper we first present related work on self-motion simulation. Then we introduce the concept and general ideas of our approach, followed by the description of the components of our proof-of-concept system, and the model for force-feedback calculation. Then, we present the design and the results of our preliminary study conducted with naive participants. The paper ends with a discussion and a general conclusion.

2 Related Work

The sensation of self-motion is essential for driving simulation but also for numerous VR applications (games, training, virtual visits, urban projects reviews, etc.) [18]. The self-motion sensation comes from the combination of cues from various sensory channels: visual, vestibular, tactile, proprioceptive, audio etc. Using visual feedback remains a simple way to induce a sensation of movement. It can generate vection, a well-known illusion of self-motion [3]. Vision was also found to be well adapted to detect velocity but not acceleration [21].

The most commonly used solution for creating self-motion sensations in driving simulators is vestibular or motion platforms [30]. The most advanced systems feature a driving cabin including all or part of an instrumented vehicle and a 360 degrees visual display, all mounted on a large robotic platform. The use of physical control and display devices such as steering wheels, pedals, dashboards, and mirrors are expected to enhance the fidelity of the users driving experience. These physical platforms are complemented by realistic vestibular feedback to give the illusion of longitudinal and lateral accelerations. However, these platforms come with several drawbacks. The first one is related to their size. Indeed, in order to generate vestibular feedback for large-scale displacements, these platforms require a large workspace (tens of square meters). The other main issues include: their cost (hundreds or sometimes millions of USD [4]), and the complexity of their control system [10].

Alternative solutions for producing self-motion sensations have been explored, based on various sensory stimulations [1, 5, 12, 17, 19, 25, 27]. This includes vibrotactile interfaces, proprioceptive interfaces (e.g., treadmill) or galvanic stimulation that electrically stimulates the vestibular system via the inner ear. Nevertheless, some issues can occur such as: discomfort for long-term use, a constrained direction of stimulation, or the lack of information on the magnitude of the perceived acceleration.

In a context of passive virtual navigation, Ouarti et al. [20] have recently shown that a haptic force-feedback in the hands can dramatically improve the whole-body sensation of motion when compared with a visual feedback of displacement alone. The authors called this effect "haptic motion". More particularly, haptic-feedback had a significant effect on the frequency of occurrences, the duration, the onset of illusion, and also on the subjective intensity of the sensation of self-motion. Different models for force calculation were compared. A haptic-feedback proportional in magnitude to the 3D acceleration of the virtual camera and in the same direction, combined with visual feedback, was found to have the most important impact on self-motion perception. A force-feedback proportional to the velocity of the virtual camera had a smaller effect on self-motion sensation but still more influence than no haptic-feedback at all. Interestingly enough, the researchers also compared force-feedbacks displayed in the same versus opposite direction as the visual motion, and they found that both models were equally selected by participants (50-50%).

In the context of multimedia applications, Danieau et al. [7–9] have proposed an application of "haptic motion" to increase the sensation of motion during a passive video viewing experience. They designed the "HapSeat" system (a haptic seat), which applies force-feedback at the level of the armrests and headrest (on users hands and head) in synchronization with the video or camera movements. The presence of this force-feedback was found to significantly enhance the quality of the user experience, more particularly the realism, the immersion and the users satisfaction. But these results were obtained in a passive (video) viewing experience, and not for an active context, such as with driving simulators, in which the user can control the navigation.

Regarding consumer applications, several motion platforms emerge for driving videogames (e.g. Accelid DS3). But they are still cumbersome and relatively expensive. Force-feedback controllers have also been specifically designed for the videogame market (e.g. 1DOF haptic steering wheel for racing games, 2 or 3 DOF Joysticks for flying simulations or Novint Falcon). However, haptic-feedback is not used here to reproduce movements and self-motion sensations. It is mainly used to increase the realism of the manipulation of the simulated controller. For example, current force-feedback steering wheels used in videogames and/or driving simulators are generally actuated around the roll axis only, and simulate the sensations related to the manipulation of a real steering wheel. Force-feedback can also be used to transmit timely information or simulate special effects and specific events related to the interactions of the vehicle with the environment (collisions, sliding, skidding, or road departures). To the authors best knowledge, none of these devices have already been used to improve the sensation of self-motion.

Therefore, in this context, our objective is to leverage the "haptic motion" approach in order to improve the sensation of self-motion in the situation of an active driving simulation.

3 A Novel Approach for Inducing Self-Motion Sensation in Driving Simulators with Force-Feedback

3.1 Concept and General Ideas

![Figure 2: Our general architecture for inducing self-motion sensations in driving simulations using force-feedback.](http://www.accelid.co.at/)

When we are seated behind the steering wheel of a moving car, our body perceives several forces and motion information. Our vestibular sense perceives: (i) the forces related to longitudinal acceleration during acceleration and braking phases, (ii) the forces related to the lateral acceleration during turns, and also (iii) the
forces related to gravity. Second, our proprioceptive system perceives the forces related to the contacts with the car components (steering wheel, pedals, seat, etc.).

In order to increase the sensations of self-motion in driving simulators, we propose an approach which preserves proprioceptive sensations and transmits several vestibular effects via the user’s hands through the haptic channel.

Our general concept consists in applying a force-feedback in the hands of the user, via the manipulated controller - steering wheel, gamepad, joystick, etc. This force-feedback cue is related to the behavior of the virtual vehicle, and is expected to induce a strong sensation of self-motion. Such kind of effect, called "haptic motion" [20], was found to be very successful in a passive context, i.e., the user experiencing a predefined navigation on which he/she has no control. In our case, in the context of driving simulation, the user commands the navigation of the virtual vehicle. A main advantage of this approach is that it allows to generate accelerations that can be temporally longer or infinite without being limited by the joint stops of the interface. The user can resist to the force-feedback of a constant acceleration, without exceeding the device workspace [20]. In addition, this approach can theoretically cover all spatial orientations with a 6DOF haptic-feedback (longitudinal, lateral, vertical accelerations), which is complex to generate with a vestibular stimulation platform.

The main components and architecture of our approach are depicted in Figure 2. Similar to a car or a conventional driving simulator, the user controls the virtual vehicle by means of a controller (here a gamepad, but possibly any input device including steering wheels and pedals). Using this input, the VR driving simulation computes the position and acceleration of the virtual vehicle based on its physical parameters and the characteristics of the 3D environment (slope, collision, gravity, friction, etc.). A force model transforms the 3D acceleration of the virtual vehicle into a 3D force which is fed back to the user by means of a force-feedback device attached to the controller. The controller and the haptic device can also be engineered in an integrated manner within an all-in-one hardware system (e.g. a steering wheel with longitudinal actuators). The number of degrees of freedom of the force-feedback device somehow constrains the variety of haptic motion effects that can be simulated. A 1DOF force-feedback can apply longitudinal forces and to simulate acceleration and braking phases, whereas a 3DOF device simulates additionally the turns and the vertical motions.

Besides, as in any driving simulator, the user experience can be augmented by using other sensory feedbacks, such as auditory effects that can notably increase the perception of accelerations (engine noises) and brakings (screeching tires).

3.2 Proof-of-concept

We have designed a proof-of-concept of our approach which is shown in Figure 3. The force-feedback is based on a 3DOF haptic device (Geomagic Touch (available for about $1800 USD). The input device is a gamepad (Microsoft XBox 360). It is mounted on the haptic device using a custom 3D printed holder and a jack connector (see Figure 4). The control techniques of the virtual navigation are based on classical gamepad mappings (see Figure 5.a). The acceleration/braking of the virtual vehicle are controlled using the left thumbstick.

The straightforward computation of the final haptic force is given in Equation 1, with $\vec{F}$ the force-feedback output, $\vec{a}$ the acceleration of the virtual vehicle and $\vec{R}$ the gain vector. This allows us to set a different gain factor for each axis, which can be notably used to enhance longitudinal effects compared to the lateral ones, or to remove gravity effects.

$$\vec{F} = \vec{R} \cdot \vec{a}$$

3.3 Force-feedback Model

The force-feedback model describes how the commands of the user are exploited to compute the "motion force-feedback" (see Figure 5). The user controls the speed and the direction of the virtual vehicle via the controller (see Figure 5.a). Based on these inputs, as well as the physical characteristics of the vehicle, and the virtual environment, the simulation calculates and updates the position/orientation of the vehicle. The resulting 3D velocity and 3D acceleration are then computed in the vehicles frame of reference (see Figure 5.b). Each XYZ component of the acceleration is then filtered using a low pass filter, scaled, and transmitted to the haptic device according to its own frame of reference (see Figure 5.c).

The straightforward computation of the final haptic force is given in Equation 1, with $\vec{F}$ the force-feedback output, $\vec{a}$ the acceleration of the virtual vehicle and $\vec{R}$ the gain vector. This allows us to set a different gain factor for each axis, which can be notably used to enhance longitudinal effects compared to the lateral ones, or to remove gravity effects.

$$\vec{F} = \vec{R} \cdot \vec{a}$$

We propose two distinct force-feedback models depending on the direction of the force compared to the direction of the 3D acceleration of the vehicle: "same direction" model (HSD) and "opposite direction" model (HOD). Indeed, it was previously observed in

---

2www.assetstore.unity3d.com/en/l!content/32351
3.4 Results

Our proof-of-concept works with no measurable impact on the original framerate (75FPS) of our driving simulation application and we did not observe instability issues concerning haptic rendering (on a standard PC with a gaming graphics card). Figure 7 illustrates the resulting forces computed and sent back to the user in two different situations: (a) a linear acceleration/braking phase, and (b) a series of left/right turns. In our driving simulation, the speed model of the physics engine is nonlinear, and the full braking is more powerful than the full acceleration (the force is instantly reversed when braking). One can observe the potentially long duration of the force application (15s of acceleration in this example) although the size of the haptic workspace is smaller than 150 mm. Actually, we found that the user naturally tends to resist to the force-feedback in order to keep control over the vehicle. This confirms one advantage of our approach compare to vestibular platforms: the possibility to exert stimulations for a long period of time. Figure 7.b shows the lateral components of the virtual velocity and force, on a sample sequence of turning left then right at a constant longitudinal velocity. It illustrates the sudden changes of the lateral speed during turns which result in acceleration peaks.

As side remarks, we could note that frontal collisions can lead to instantaneous drops in speed which are thus not always transmitted to the haptic device. But other motions due to bumps or ground textures generate reliable forces and strong sensations along the vertical axis.

4 USER STUDY

We conducted a user study to assess the influence of haptic effects on the user experience during a simple driving simulation: a straight road with a sequence of acceleration/braking phases. We used a questionnaire to compare the user experience in different conditions: in presence of haptic-feedback (HSD or HOD models) or not (control condition).

4.1 Participants

A total of 23 naive participants (18 male, 5 female; 22 right-handed, aged 22-47, mean=27.7, SD=7.5) participated in this study. They were all students or staff from a university. Eleven of them reported a previous experience with haptic devices while the twelve others never used any haptic device before. Nine reported playing video games frequently (at least once a week). None of them have reported a previous experience with motion and driving simulators.

$$\text{Car acceleration} \quad \text{Force-feedback}$$

(a) Real Driving experience. (b) Same Direction Haptic model (HSD) (c) Opposite Direction Haptic model (HOD)

Figure 6: Illustration of two force-feedback models. With Same Direction Haptic model (b), force-feedback has the same direction as car acceleration and mimics the car displacement. With Opposite Direction Haptic model (c), force-feedback is in opposite direction and mimics the body displacement.

Figure 5: Close-up on the different steps of our force-feedback model. (a) Classical car control mapping on the gamepad. (b) Virtual vehicle reference frame. (c) Haptic force-feedback device reference frame.
Figure 7: Examples of virtual speeds, accelerations and forces sent back to the user during (top) a sequence of acceleration and braking and (bottom) a sequence of left and right turns (with haptic gain $K = 0.4$ and low-pass filter $RC = 0.1$).

### 4.2 Experimental Design

The experiment used a within-subject design with one independent variable - the haptic-feedback model with three conditions: no haptic-feedback (Control Condition, CC), Same Direction Haptic model (HSD) with forces displayed in the same direction as those of the virtual car displacement, Opposite Direction Haptic model (HOD) with forces displayed in the opposite direction as those of the virtual car displacement. The haptic gain $K$ in both conditions is equal to 1.

### 4.3 Task and Procedure

Prior to performing the experiment, the participants completed a questionnaire detailing the demographics. Then, they were asked to read the experimental instructions sheet. After that, they were seated in front of the monitor and were asked to hold the gamepad in a comfortable manner. They were then allowed to freely drive a car within a virtual circuit to become familiar with the system. During this familiarization period, all the force-feedback conditions were displayed during 30s. After that, the actual experiment started.

The participants were asked to drive a car in a simplified virtual circuit with only a straight line. At the beginning of each trial, a first message was displayed on the screen asking the participants to accelerate. Once the virtual car reached a predetermined position, a second message was displayed to ask the participants to brake. After the car reached another predetermined position, the first message was displayed again to ask them to accelerate, and so on. A total of 3 acceleration and 3 breaking phases were performed for each trial. A total of 3 trials were performed per condition. After performing the 3 trials for one condition, participants were asked to fill in a questionnaire to evaluate their user experience for this specific condition. After that, they were asked to perform the same task for the next condition. After performing all the trials for all the 3 conditions, participants were asked to fill in a final questionnaire to compare the 3 experimental conditions and to give their feedback on the experiment. To avoid any learning effect, the presentation order of the 3 conditions was counterbalanced.

### 4.4 Data Collection and Analysis

We have selected a set of relevant items from the Witmer and Singer presence questionnaire [29] to evaluate the users subjective experience (Table 1). A 7-point Likert scale was used for each question (Completely disagree/not satisfactory to completely agree/very satisfactory). The participants’ answers were grouped and a mean rating score was calculated for each item. To compare the mean scores for each condition, the Friedman and Wilcoxon tests were used (Non-parametric tests for ordinal data). In addition, participants were asked to rank the three haptic conditions according to their preference. Finally, the participants were given the opportunity to comment on their experience with the system.

### 4.5 Results

Answers of participants to the 6 selected questions are summarized on Table 2. The Friedman tests show a significant effect of the haptic-feedback on the realism of movements and on the involvement in the virtual world experience. No other significant differences were observed. The pairwise comparisons using Wilcoxon tests show that participants felt the movements more realistic in presence of haptic-feedback (both HSD and HOD conditions) than without (CC condition) ($Z = -2.30, p = 0.02; Z = -2.02, p = 0.04$). Moreover, the tests show that participants felt more involved in the virtual world experience in the HSD and HOD conditions than in the CC condition ($Z = -2.16, p = 0.03; Z = -2.83, p = 0.005$). No significant differences were found between the two haptic conditions.

We have compared participants answers according to their frequency of playing video games and their experience with haptic devices (Figure 8). Results show no significant effect of the frequency of playing video games while a significant effect of haptic-feedback on the realism of movements (Q1) was found only for participants who had a previous experience with haptic devices. Moreover, a
significant effect of haptic-feedback on the involvement in the virtual world experience (Q3) was found only for participants with no previous experience with haptic devices. Pairwise comparisons using Wilcoxon tests show that participants who had previously used haptic devices felt the movements more realistic in the HSD condition than in the CC condition ($Z = -2.23$, $p = 0.02$). On the other hand, participants who had never used haptic devices felt more involved in the virtual experience in the HSD and HOD conditions than in the CC condition ($Z = -2.05$, $p = 0.04$; $Z = -2.52$, $p = 0.01$). No other significant differences were found.

Finally, the results indicate that 86% of participants preferred the haptic-feedback conditions (HSD or HOD) and only 13% preferred the condition without any haptic-feedback (CC). The experience with haptic devices and video games had no significant effect on these choices. Regarding the distribution across haptic models, our results show that both models were equally appreciated, with 43% of participants preferring each of them.

5 Discussion

The results of our user study suggest that our approach could succeed in improving the user experience during a simple driving simulation (straight line). A great majority of our participants (86%) have preferred performing the driving task with haptic-feedback regardless the haptic model used. Besides, both haptic models significantly increased the perceived involvement in the virtual world experience and the perceived realism of movement compared to the no haptic-feedback condition. We also received very positive comments from participants after the experiment: "It was amazing", "I lived this experience as if it was real", "When I was accelerating, I had the sensation of being glued to the seat as in a real car".

Our observations during the experiment show that since the user is active, he/she holds quite strongly the controller to be able to press the buttons. Therefore, he/she naturally resists to the forces. Moreover, the perceived naturalness of interaction, the interferences of control device, and the perception of delays between inputs and outputs were not significantly influenced by the presence of haptic effects (questions Q4, Q5, and Q6 with similar scores). This can suggest that adding our haptic-feedback does not have a negative effect on interaction during the driving experience. Informal tests conducted during turn sequences showed similar results, but dedicated experiments are needed to confirm these findings.

Our results indicate also that the haptic effects were not perceived the same way by all participants. Indeed, the effects increased the involvement of participants who had never used haptic devices, whereas they increased the realism of movements for those who had previously used them (but only for the HSD condition). This could be explained through the Rasmussen’s Skill, Rule and Knowledge model of human behaviour [22]. This model claims that the degree of conscious control exercised by the individual over his/her activities, depends on the degree of familiarity with the task and the environment. According to this model, the Knowledge-based level of behaviour requires the highest degrees of conscious involvement and attention and is observed when a person faces a new situation (e.g. a trainee at the beginning of his/her training). This could have been the case for our participants with no experience with haptics. This led them to focus more on this novel aspect of the situation (haptic interaction) and thus to more involved in the virtual environment experience. On the other hand, the skill-based level of behaviour requires the lowest level of conscious involvement and is characterized by highly routinized and automated activities. This is the case of experts performing a task in a familiar environment. This could have been the case of our participants with a previous experience with haptics. They were less surprised by haptic interactions and were able to focus more on the remaining aspects of the situation, such as the perception of movement. However, the realism of movement was increased when the forces are displayed in the same direction as acceleration only for users with a previous experience with haptics. Thus, more in depth analyses are needed to better understand this phenomenon.

Our results showed no significant differences in terms of preference between the two haptic models. Half of our participants preferred when forces are in the same direction as acceleration, and the other half preferred the opposite. This result confirms observations made in previous studies on "haptic motion" [8,20] but, in our case, for an "active" navigation. Our observations show that some participants found that the displayed haptic-feedback was sometimes "reversed" depending on the model. For instance, they were expected to be pushed backward instead of being pulled forward when the virtual vehicle was moving forward. One participant even commented after HOD condition that the acceleration sensation was really interesting and was similar to what one can feel during real world driving. Braking seems a little strange, though” while he commented after the HSD condition that “the acceleration sensation was almost disturbing and not necessarily similar to the driving experience. However, braking is more similar to what one can experience in real world”. Thus, this participant always preferred when forces pushed hands back to the body. Future work seems necessary to further characterize this variability and the potential influence of users profile. Meanwhile, user should be left with the possibility to choose the direction of haptic effects (similarly to the selection of mouse controls in a first-person shooter game).

Table 2: Questionnaire results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Mean scores</th>
<th>Friedman test</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>HSD</td>
<td>HOD</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1 - Realism of movement</td>
<td>3.63 (1.42)</td>
<td>4.48 (1.46)</td>
<td>4.41 (1.15)</td>
<td>6.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2 - Consistence with world</td>
<td>3.65 (1.77)</td>
<td>4.22 (1.59)</td>
<td>4.26 (1.48)</td>
<td>3.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 - Involvement in VE experience</td>
<td>4.17 (1.70)</td>
<td>5.00 (1.51)</td>
<td>5.13 (1.58)</td>
<td>7.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4 - Naturalness of interaction</td>
<td>4.52 (1.47)</td>
<td>4.74 (1.29)</td>
<td>4.52 (1.47)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5 - Perception of delay</td>
<td>2.52 (1.56)</td>
<td>2.52 (1.56)</td>
<td>2.30 (1.43)</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6 - Interference of control device</td>
<td>3.65 (1.61)</td>
<td>3.48 (1.86)</td>
<td>3.78 (1.93)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Answers of participants according to their previous experience with haptic devices (error bars represents the standard deviations).
As for system improvements, our participants suggested that "haptic forces should be applied also on the chair". Another participant thought that the simulation lacks "gear shifting sensations".

Finally, a third participant thought that "having a steering wheel and pedals to control the vehicle will improve the realism of the driving experience as compared with the gameplay". In addition to these improvements, we believe that, for future work, complementary user studies could be conducted. We could first assess our approach in other driving simulation contexts (e.g. during turns, or in complex trajectories) taking into account the driving performance, for instance. It could also be interesting to compare our approach with gaming motion platforms and/or steering wheels.

6 CONCLUSION

We have proposed an approach that leverages the "haptic motion" paradigm for producing self-motion sensations in driving simulators, where the user actively controls the displacement of a vehicle. Our method consists in applying a force-feedback proportional to the acceleration of the virtual vehicle directly in the hands of the driver, by means of a haptic device attached to the manipulated controller. It permits generating long and multi-directional self-motion stimulations. Haptic effects were designed to match notably the acceleration/braking (longitudinal forces) and left/right turns (lateral forces) of the virtual vehicle. We have designed a proof-of-concept system which is cost-effective and compact compared notably to vestibular platforms. A preliminary study, focused on a simple driving simulation in a straight line, showed that the presence of our haptic effects was globally preferred and improved the user experience. Taken together, our results suggest that this approach could be further tested and used in driving simulators in various entertainment and/or professional contexts.
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